186    the P.O.W. and sent them to Dantzig, to Upper Silesia,
to Torun and Lwow, to the western frontier.
The German troops acknowledged PilsudskTs author-
ity and in a few days all the details of their evacuation
were arranged and they had begun to leave Warsaw.
They gave up their arms to the P.O.W. at the old frontier
between Russia and Germany. It was also agreed that
the four hundred thousand German troops in the south-
east of Poland should go home by train roundabout,
without crossing Poland at all. What might have been
a very dangerous situation was avoided by Pilsudski's
safe-conduct.
Next he took up the task of creating the essential
of order and security—an army. Legionaries, P.O.W.
men, soldiers from the old Austrian army, from the old
German army, from the old Russian army—all had to be
equipped, and the necessaries of equipment were lacking.
They had to be fused into one, which required time.
And meanwhile Lwow, in the hands of the invading
Ukrainians, pleaded for help. Boys and girls were fight-
ing, the famous "Children of Lwow."
ilany Poles were incensed that Pilsudski was appar-
ently deaf to that city's requests. He knew he was taking
a risk—a great risk. Lwow was important for itself
and for its control of the rich oil fields nearby. He
took a chance, feeling sure that somehow its patriotism
and endurance would enable it to hold out through the
efforts of its own citizens. The truth was he had no men
to send, for his troops were in rags with torn shoes and
he could not better their equipment. As soon as he pos-
sibly could he did dispatch soldiers to Lwow, half the
force available. But when another indignant deputation
informed him how necessary it was to save Lwow and
that he was doing nothing at all, he listened and was
silent, for secrecy was necessary for the success of the
small expedition he had just sent off.

